Abstract. The bus voltage and branch current detection control strategies of the active power filters used in multibus power systems for harmonic voltage mitigation are analysed in terms of the optimum gains of PI controllers.
Introduction
The performance and effectiveness of the active power filter (APF) depends on the point of its connection in the multibus power system [1] - [3] .
The effectiveness of the bus voltage and branch current detection control strategies of the APFs used in multibus power systems is analysed and compared. The multiple harmonic optimization problem is formulated in such a way that its solution yields optimum parameters of PI controllers for both the methods.
Control strategies
The voltage and current detection feedback control strategies belong among control strategies very often used for parallel APF applied in simple power distribution systems. We proposed an application of these strategies in multibus industrial power systems with a few harmonic power sources [4] . The analysis was focused on obtaining basic knowledge about this new application of the strategies. The effectiveness of the connection of the APF at a specific bus may be assessed by the degree of the voltage harmonic mitigation at selected buses and by the demanded value of the APF current I IFRMS . But, the values of the controller gains should be taken into consideration as well with regard to problems with the stability of the whole control system.
Voltage detection feedback control strategy
The voltage detection feedback control strategy belongs among control strategies very often used for parallel APF applied in simple power distribution systems. We will analyse an application of this strategy in multibus power distribution systems with a few harmonic power sources.
Let the current vector I IF of APFs is generated by using a feedback of the node voltage vector
where Y G is the feedback gain matrix.
Current detection feedback control strategy
This method is also used in simple power distribution systems, especially for mitigation of harmonic currents. It results, effectively, to the suppression of harmonic voltages too. Now, the feedback is specified by
where G is the feedback gain matrix and I is the branch current vector.
Multibus industrial power system
The system consists of overhead lines, cables, transformers, induction motors, rectifiers, and passive filters [4] .
Let us suppose that a circuit has n nodes and b branches. 
where H NI , Z NI are the transfer matrices of the injected voltages and currents, I I = (I IL ,
Optimal control gain for multiple harmonic problem
The solution of the single APF -single harmonic problem presented in [1] provides us with the set of optimal compensator currents for individual harmonic orders.
For the single APF -multiple harmonic problem the objective function may be written
where the weighting factor a i ( )
reflects the different importance of the harmonic voltage mitigation at different nodes.
For the node voltage detection control strategy it holds for the h-th harmonic of the voltage at the node i
where the current is injected into the node f, d is the node where the voltage
is the node voltage vector without any compensation.
The optimum value Y Gopt (d) may be determined by finding the minimum of g H (f) (4) for
by (5) . For the trivial case of only one harmonic h and one node i an analytical solution can be found. For solving the general optimization problem (H harmonics and n nodes) a proper numerical procedure is recommended.
For the branch current detection control strategy the voltages at the nodes d 1 , d 2 and the current injected into the node f may be expressed
where the branch current I h (d) is detected at the branch
) is the admittance of this branch. By using (7) and after some manipulation we obtain for the h-th harmonic of the voltage at the node i 
The optimum value G opt (d) may be determined by finding the minimum of g H (f) (4) for
by (8).
Optimal PI controllers for multiple harmonic problem
The optimal control gains Y Gopt (d), G opt (d) for the multiple harmonic problem may be found by minimising the objective function (4) for
declared by (5), (8), respectively. These gains should be applied for all harmonics of the selected range. The problem is formulated in the frequency domain, so all parameters and quantities, including the control gains, are complex values.
The node voltage and branch current detection control strategies in real systems are applied, on the contrary, in the time domain and work with a lot of harmonics that are present in time signals. For the branch current control strategy, for example, and for the PI controller of the APF, it holds ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where G P (d), G I (d) are gains of the P and I components, and I (d) is the current time response in the branch d. After the Laplace transform we can write
and hence in the frequency domain Respecting the same rules, the node f = 6 seems to be the best one in case of the branch current detection control strategy, Tab.2.
If we compare the data in Tab. 1 to those obtained in case of the repeated solution of the single harmonic problem [5] and thus for the different gains for individual harmonics, we see that the data in both the cases are practically the same. It means that by finding the optimum PI controller gains for the node voltage detection control strategy, which is very easy to realise, we may get near to the optimum obtained by the repeated solution of the single harmonic problem. Table 2 . Results of application of branch current detection control strategy if multiple harmonic problem is solved for finding optimal PI controller parameters G P , 
Conclusion
The proposed formulation of the optimization problem for finding the optimum controller gains in both the control strategies represents a new effective way to achieve harmonic voltage mitigation in the buses of a multibus industrial power system. Although the proposed control strategies are easy applied in real systems, the obtained results are not far from those achieved by the application of the repeated solution of the single harmonic problem [5] , which represents the most effective way to suppress the bus voltage harmonics, but it is rather difficult to realize, except the cases where only a few voltage harmonics should be compensated for.
